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Through two sessions Saturday area residents questioned and criticized Lacombe 
County’s Sylvan Lake Area Structure Plan which proposes 8,500 homes and about 
21,500 people ringing the north half of the lake. 
The plan is expected to be in front of county councillors for adoption and first reading by 
the end of August, said Phil Dack, a consultant with AECOM, who presented at the 
meeting. After that a public hearing would be held and he expected the report to be fully 
approved before the elections in October. 
The morning session featured a “boisterous, passionate and sometimes angry” crowd 
according to one resident who attended. (The meeting conflicted with Jarvis Bay’s annual 
meeting so this reporter was unable to attend.) 
Nikki Coles summed up the morning’s session when she pleaded passionately in the 
afternoon for the lake “to be protected to the highest standards”. 
“Some of the comments from the summer villages and people who represent the summer 
villages involved treatment of wastewater; fresh water — quality of water and where it 
would come from,; traffic on surrounding roads; policing; who would have authority for 
doing water quality testing; concepts of watershed insurance — the county should post a 
bond —; the keyhole development concept and how many more clusters will there be.” 
She commented on a proposal for water from the lake to be pumped out to water the golf 
course proposed for the Skyy Country RV and Golf Resort and questioned what would 
happen to the lake level if the watershed can’t replenish water taken from it. Then she 
noted a comment Dack made earlier in the day about people packing up and going home 
if they don’t like the lake. “This is our home, we have no home to pack up and go home 
to, the lake needs to be protected to the highest standards,” Coles said. 
Dack responded, “We’re confident about the science, the challenge you will have is all 
the soft things, the number of people who come on weekends, parking, law enforcement.”  
As to the lake monitoring requirement in the plan, he said, “We’re not totally happy 
about that. We haven’t got any promises from Alberta Environment to do that. We’re 
hoping the Sylvan Lake Management Plan committee could take a strong stand, we 
recommend the Sylvan Lake Management Plan pursue a long term monitoring process.” 
He was referring to part of the plan which talks about staging and monitoring. “A two 
year development review (monitoring) period shall occur once the first 2,000 units have 



been approved and then subsequently for every 1,000 units receiving approval for 
development.” He added that would also mean a certain number had been built, not just 
approved. 
The monitoring protocol should include full lake water quality evaluation as 
recommended by Alberta Environment, according to the draft document. The protocol 
also includes six more reviews but states, “The actual dimensions of the monitoring 
program will be discussed with the Sylvan Lake Management Committee.” 
Another section of the report states, “Basic to protecting the lake water quality is a 
systematic monitoring regime undertaken with Alberta Environment involvement. Over 
the past 50 years the lake water has been tested frequently however there is currently no 
formal monitoring program in place. Alberta Environment has supported the Alberta 
Lake Management Society report on Sylvan Lake water quality in 2000, 2001, 2003, and 
2006, and it is vital that Alberta Environment commit to continuing monitoring on a 
regular basis into the future.” 
In his opening remarks at the afternoon session, Dack said water quality was the prime 
consideration in developing the plan. “Whatever we do we’ve got to make sure water 
quality is protected,” he said was the directive. “It was the prime criteria, with any 
proposal we came up with we had to test it against that.” 
After looking at a range of criteria they decided to propose development of the entire area 
based on one unit per acre or 8,500 units or about 21,500 people (based on 2.5 per unit). 
He suggested there would be a high seasonal population so the year round population 
would be in the range of about 8,500. “On summer weekends the capacity of every 
facility would be stressed and overloaded. Trying to manage a lake plan around a lake 
like this is a real challenge.” He added the 8,500 units would probably not be reached for 
at least 50 to 100 years. 
They agreed to a suggestion of breathing space or a freeze on development at a certain 
point and proposed “letting development occur to a certain level, then monitoring and 
studying the impacts of development. When satisfied it’s safe with no negative impacts 
on the lake then let more development occur”. 
Development would also be phased so that it wouldn’t occur unless it could be tied to a 
regional sewer line so people aren’t using septic fields. 
He also described the conservation cluster development requiring half of each quarter 
section as open space or undeveloped area, plans for a regional trail system, convenience 
commercial areas on Rainy Creek Road and on Highway 20 at the Jarvis Bay access road, 
and multi-unit nodes where a minimum of 15 per cent of units on developments over 25 
units would have to be in the form of multi-unit (higher density) townhouses or 
apartments. The townhouses would be a maximum of three storeys and the apartments a 
maximum of four storeys. 
He concluded the most important elements of protecting the water quality in the report 
are phased development with a monitoring regime; sanitary sewer systems — no 
development without tie-in to a regional trunk; stormwater, best practices required; 
additional lake access points — controlled and restricted lake access in sensitive areas; 
enhanced riparian setbacks; and conservation cluster subdivisions required. 
Asked about the plan showing Camp Woods, which is owned and operated by Boy 
Scouts Canada, as a major public access site, Brendyn Seymour, another planner with 
AECOM, said, “in terms of identifying future access it is one of the best pieces of land 



for that … there are areas cleared for accommodation facilities, it’s already been altered, 
compared to other lands still in pristine environment. It’s a possible public access site, it 
doesn’t mean it’s going to be developed, it’s just a site identified. If, in the future, 20, 30, 
50 years it could be developed the county could acquire it, it’s not written in stone.” 
But another member of the audience contradicted that. He said he understood the land 
was donated to the Scouts with a caveat it would revert to the original owner if they 
chose not to use it. 
Seymour and Dack added the county has a 60 foot right-of-way on the west side of that 
property  
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